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POINTE SHOES
THEIR PURPOSE
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What are they?

Pointe shoes are an essential, especially female dancers who are required to wear pointe
shoes for shows. Male dancers can also wear pointe shoes, but it isn't as common and
they will usually only wear pointe shoes in performances for comedic effect.
Pointe shoes are designed for ballet dancers to dance on the tips of their toes. They are
handmade, which is why they are sold at such a high price, but can wear and tear very
quickly. This is the reason that companies will often source professional dancers with
pointe shoes for free, as they will often go through a pair of pointe shoes every couple
days.

POINTE SHOE FITTING
Pointe shoes are custom fitted and are fitted professionally at a pointe shoe shop, where
there are a wide variety of brands and sizes available. These brands include Bloch,
Capezio, Grishko, Freed and Gaynor Minden. A professional fitter will look at the
strength, flexibility and shape of a dancer’s foot to determine which shoe would be the
most comfortable for them.

THE FUNCTIONS
The main parts of a pointe shoe: the vamp, the
platform, the box and the shank.
The vamp covers the tops of the dancer's toes and
feet.
The platform is flat and allows the dancer to find
balance when up on their toes (en pointe).
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POINTE SHOE
ANATOMY

The box encases the toes and provides support to
the toes when dancing.
The shank, a reinforced sole, provides support to
the entire foot when the dancer is dancing en
pointe.
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HOW DID POINTE SHOES
BECOME SUCH AN IMPORTANT
PART OF BALLET?
01
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MARIE TAGLIONI

ANNA PAVLOVA

Marie Taglioni, Italian ballerina
revolutionising the Romantic Era, first
danced en pointe in the 19th Century. She
danced in La Sylphide and wowed her
audience when she was able to dance right
on the tips of her toes. She wore normal
satin ballet slippers, but darned them, to
give her that slight bit of extra support. Her
toes and ankles would have had to be very
strong for her to be able to do this, which is
why many strengthening exercises were
developed during this time.

From the 20th Century
onwards, dancers
including Russian
ballerina Anna Pavlova
would put very sturdy
leather soles in their
shoes and would flatten
the toe area of the shoe
to create the box, which
is seen today in all
modern shoes.
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Dancing
with
THE ICONIC TUTU
THE ROMANTIC TUTU
Marie Taglioni, the ballerina who wore the first pointe
shoe, also wore the first tutu. As she was a dancer from
the Romantic period of ballet, it was common for
costumes to be long and below knee length. Taglioni’s
revolutionizing costume was designed by Eugene Lami, in
order to show off her exquisite pointe work and
technique.
Marie’s Romantic tutu, overtime, shortened more and
more to become the iconic ballerina tutu seen today,
which is referred to as the pancake or classic tutu.
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Guide
to
BALLET CLASS ATTIRE
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Professional ballet dancers will go to a company class at least once a day, to warm up before
rehearsals as well as work on technique.

Through strict gender roles that were present in historical times, ballet attire is separated into
male and female categories. Leotards and pink tights are worn by all female ballerinas. Wrap
skirts are an optional garment, worn to provide coverage of the hips and thighs. Male dancers
would wear thicker black tights and fitted t-shirts instead of leotards, with ballet shoes that
match the colour of their tights. Women wear pink ballet shoes to match the colour of their
tights as well. This is done to extend the line of the leg, overall improving the look of
arabesques and other ballet poses.
At the start of a class, warm up gear is often worn on top of the standard ballet garment.
Ballet dancers will wear jumpers and leg warmers to prevent muscle spasms.
Buns must be worn to keep the hair in place. As classical buns are usually quite flat, they are a
better option than ponytails or other hairstyles in terms of keeping the dancer on balance
during turns and jumps.
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“It’s like a meditation for me, and I can get my mind and body in tune” - Isabella Boylston, Principal
Dancer at the American Ballet Theatre
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Costumes
by'
BARBARA KARINSKA
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Barbara Karinska (1886-1983) was one of the most influential costume designers of the 20th
Century. She was the New York City Ballet costumer and gained recognition from her
work with George Balanchine, a choreographer known as the 'father of American ballet'.
Karinska was born in Kharkov, Russia and was well-trained in embroidery. She began her
costuming career in 1932, making ballet costumes for the Ballets Russes de Monte Carlo's
debut season. In her designs, Karinska would take inspiration from artists such as Matisse,
Picasso, Chagall and Beaton. She soon moved to New York in 1939 and designed costumes
for dance, the opera, Broadway and in film.

Sketch for Maria Tallchief's headdress for
the second movement of Borree fantasque

In 1984, Karinska shared the Best Costume Design Academy Award for Victor Fleming’s
film Joan of Arc.
From 1946 till the end of her career, she worked with Balanchine in his company Ballet
Society, which was later renamed to New York City Ballet (NYCB). She devoted all her
work to the NYCB in 1964, and designed exclusively to Balanchine, constructing costumes
for 48 works in these 28 years.
Karinska's work is still well-loved today, as she was remarkably able to enrich a dancer's line
in all her costumes. Her costumes are still replicated in major companies around the world,
including the Royal Ballet and the American Ballet Theatre.

Karinska's work in New York City Ballet's
Jewels

MY OWN
DESIGNS
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I designed costumes for the Sugar Plum Fairy in
Tchaikovsky classic ballet, the Nutcracker as well as the
male Bluebird and Princess Aurora from Tchaikovsky's
romantic Sleeping Beauty. The design drawings and
explanations will be shown in the next three slides.

I chose to design a costume for the Sugar Plum Fairy as she
is such an iconic character, and has been for so many years.
She continues to bring joy to children around the world.
I chose to design a costume for the Bluebird role, as the
Bluebird pas de deux is one of my current favourites out
there, because of the beautiful music and choreography to
match.
I chose to design a costume for Aurora as she is another
iconic character, the role is considered one of the most
difficult to perform. I am also not a huge fan of the one
designed by the Royal Ballet.
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I found photos of costumes made by the Royal Ballet, and
used them as a guide when designing my own costumes.
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MY OWN
DESIGN

01
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In my first design, I focused on incorporating the key features that define the Sugar Plum Fairy,
while still bringing out my creative side.
I used a classic pink pancake tutu for the base, following the design that the Royal Ballet had
created. I decided to go with a sweetheart neckline for the bodice to emphasize the beauty within
the character of the Sugar Plum Fairy, rather than adding a neckline that was sharp and rigid and
wouldn't complement dainty footwork nor a graceful port de bras (carriage of the arms). As the
character wears a crown, I decided to opt for a vintage royal pattern in conjunction to the corset
bodice. This pattern is in gold with pink undertones beneath it. I decided to sequin the centre of the
bodice in pink. This, guided by the sweetheart neckline above, forms the shape of a heart. Many
traditional pancake tutus come with a matching set of arm puffs, and I went with a pink tulle
material with a metallic gold fabric as an outline. This matches the tutu, and resemble cupcake
liners. I also wanted the Sugar Plum Fairy to match the sweet theme that is seen in the sets and
costumes of many other Nutcracker roles. I added an 'icing layer' to the tutu, made out of sandwhite fabric with off-white lace stitched on top. I also chose to use small beads, in many different
colours, to represent confectionary and incorporate different colours into the costume. In
performances, this tutu would be paired with a gold tiara, pink tights, and pinkpointe shoes, as I
think the tutu is already very complicated and simplicity would flatter the overall look on stage.
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MY OWN
DESIGN
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I did not make many creative changes for my Bluebird design, as I had fallen in love
with the traditional Bluebird without a load of patterns and materials. To create an
accurate costume, I took a look at a variety of bluebird images in the internet.
Most Bluebird costumes are completely blue, sometimes with an addition of white
detailing to counteract the bold colour. I used a tan v design in the centre of the
unitard, as bluebirds typically have a light brown chest. On top, I embellished this with
blue teardrop-shaped gemstones and white lacing. On the belly. On the outer chest, I
decided to decorate with plastic transparent blue feathers, which would reflect the
stage lighting and shine during the performance. I chose to utilise the same material to
decorate the belly, but in a more angular feather shape, to contrast the softer approach
above. The headpiece was inspired both by the Royal Ballet's Bluebird and the classic
Swan Lake headpiece. I matched the gemstones on the forehead with the gemstones on
the unitard. I added a sky blue feather design on sides of the head to the ears as well as
some gold diamond-shaped crowning on the top of the head. To prevent the ruining of
arm and leg lines on stage, I kept the rest of the look simple and in one azure blue
colour.
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In my Princess Aurora costume design, I wanted to accentuate the significant rose motif
present in the classic tale. When I was drawing, I also felt like giving Aurora an edgier style
while still using the colour palette that defines her.
Not unlike all Aurora tutus, I went with the pancake. For the bodice, I decided on a
plunging 'v' neckline which compliments the magenta balloon half-sleeves and organza
ruffles on the cuffs. The neckline is outlined by small red fabric roses, which match the
small red roses on the bottom of the bodice. I added a paneling look to the leotard by
separating the centre third to the outer ends. The centre of the bodice is filled with a rose
print, in the colour rose gold, and has rose pink undertones underneath. I attempted to
bring the edgy style in through the tutu. I added gold thorns and roses coming out of the
waist and out to the ends of the tutu. In contrast to the dark magenta colours on top, I
went with a light rose pink colour for the tutu. This would make the tutu look lighter and
also make the dancer look like she's easily floating on the stage. Making ballet look easy is
one of the most important aspects of the sport, and helping the dancer do this would be
essential. Lastly, I settled on a gold crown. I debated on using a gold tiara or crown, and felt
that a crown with less bling would better suit this look.

In these past six months, I had the opportunity to do a project on something I was
interested in and passionate about. I thoroughly enjoyed this unit and I was able to
bring my creative side into school, which I hadn't done much of before.
I love everything about ballet: the music, the choreography, the technique. This
year, I also gained an interest in fashion design. I decided to incorporate both my
interests into my IGNITE project, and chose to learn about ballet costumes.
In lockdown, there were times that I didn't feel my best and didn't do much work,
but I think I made up for it from the times I did work hard.
Something I realised through designing my costumes was that it was very difficult
to do. Even just drawing three designs, I found it extremely difficult and timeconsuming as it took a while until I would end on a product I was genuinely happy
with. For costumers, it would take even more time and energy to perfect, which is
why I have gained a lot of respect to ballet costume designers.
I wish that I would have been able to create the tutu with tulle and use the patterns
and fabrics I wrote about. However, because of lockdown I wouldn't be able to get
all the materials and make it in time. This might be another project I will start
when the virus is over!
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REFLECTION
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21/7
Last week, I was able to do a little bit of research on tutus and pointe shoes. I also watched a few videos made by the Royal Opera House. Today I managed to conduct some research on
ballet class attire. Next week I hope to be able to finish this subtopic. I have been using the research table handouts. They do not suit me very well and it would be easier for me if I had
done it online. I guess it is useful in reflecting back on your work.
4/8
I finished researching ballet class attire and now I’ve started to compose this information into sentences. I have also began laying this information out into a PowerPoint and I hope to
finalise this next week to use in my final display. I think I worked very efficiently today.
1/9
I made little progress today. I got distracted very quickly, being at home and I ended up watching ballet videos performed by the Royal Opera House. At least I was able to have good
look at costumes, I am hoping to start designing my own tutu next week. If we’re out of lockdown in time, I might make my own I am not sure yet though.
8/9
Today I made excellent progress. I’m quite pleased with myself. I spent the lesson designing a costume for the Sugarplum Fairy from Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker. I really focused on
different fabrics, textures and lines, things that would complement the dancer. I will probably finish this design next week, finalising the small details. I also spent some time afterschool
designing the costume for the male Bluebird today. I wish I had been a bit more creative on this one.
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MY JOURNAL ENTRIES

6/10
So it’s closing up to the due date of this project and I have completely scrapped my old PowerPoint. I felt like it was too bland and boring and honestly it looked very unprofessional. So
I decided to use Canva to make a brand new slideshow. In this, I experimented with different fonts, shadows, images and colours, which was very fun. I was able to create a more
original and ballerina-aesthetic slideshow, and I was quite proud of it. I also started writing about my tutu design this week. As homework, I will now have to finish it before the virtual
expo. I won’t be able to really make my own tutu, but I should make it a project for another time.
11/10
I did my final costume design today. I designed the tutu for Aurora from Tchaikovsky’s Sleeping Beauty. I quite like the way this one turned out and I think it was more creative than
the Bluebird costume. I also spent time writing the designing process for Aurora’s costume and refining my slideshow and it is now finished!
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Thank you!
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